We illustrate with examples when and how maximum likelihood estimators continue to be asymptotically efficient even under misspecified models. Also, we provide a necessary and sufficient condition under which a subset of the vector of MLE's retains its asymptotic efficiency under misspecified models even though the MLE itself is not fully asymptotic efficient.
In Section 2 of this note, we illustrate with examples when and how the observed information matrix converges in probability to the sandwich information matrix. In Section 3, we show that even when this convergence does not hold, a subset of the inverse of the observed information matrix converges in probability to the corresponding component of the inverse of the sandwich information matrix. Thus, the corresponding subset of the MLE retains its asymptotic efficiency.
Asymptotic Efficiency of the Misspecified Models
Suppose that 1 , , | n x x   are iid with a common working pdf ( | ) f x  which need not be the same as the actual pdf ( | ) . g x  It is assumed that both models are characterized by a common real-or vector-valued parameter ,  where  may or may not have the same interpretation under the two models.
To see an example where  has the same interpretation under two models, suppose f is
that is g is a general symmetric location family pdf. On the other hand, if f is the 2 ( , ) 
is an unbiased estimating function even under the pdf g , i.e.
[ log / ] = 0.
This is a basic requirement without whichˆn  , the MLE of  under f , will be an inconsistent estimator of  under g . Under this basic assuumption and added regularity conditions, White (1982) proved the consistency ofˆn  as an estimator of  under the model g . With these regularity conditions, he proved also an asymptotic normality result, namely,
is usually referred to as the sandwich information matrix. The key point to note here is that
The observed information matrix, under modest regularity assumptions, converges to B rather than 1 
BA B
 . Thus, in general, the MLE loses its asymptotic efficiency under misspecified models. There are instances though when = A B even when f and g are distinct. To see this, consider a simple example given in White (1982) . Suppose f is the 2 ( , )
. Thus for any pdf with mean  and variance 
Clearly, the skewness coefficient 0 and kurtosis
, W has a distribution belonging to the location-scale family which is symmetric about  , variance However, the equality = B A is rarely achieved. In the example cited above, the pdf g may still have mean  and variance . In other words the sample mean continues to be asymptotically efficient, but the sample variance is not. 2;ˆˆ[
where 2 2;  is the upper 100 %  point of a chisquare distribution with 2 degrees of freedom. Now the usual confidence ellipsoid under the assumed f is given by
Since the right hand side of (1) converges to 1   as n   , it follows that the asymptotic coverage probability of ( ) f g n P C under g less than or equal to 1   . Thus in this example, inference based on the observed Fisher information matrix under the assumed model f falls short of the target coverage probability under the actual model g . In contrast, inference for  based on the MLE under f , is asymptotically valid even under g . The next section of this paper provides a theorem which ensures the above partial asymptotic efficiency in a general framework.
Asymptotic Partial Efficiency
Suppose now
We have noted that the MLE of  under the working model f does not achieve asymptotic efficiency unless 
Also, if the LHS of the equation (2) 
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It follows from (4) 
Now, owing to the fact that 2 2 log log log = ( ) / ( )( ) 
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The proof is complete.
We illustrate this theorem with the normal pdf f and a location scale family pdf g which is slightly modified from the one in the Section 2 in that now we assume ( ) = 0 xg x dx 
Also, if the LHS of the equation (9) 
